I. MOTIVATION
The motivation of our current research is to devise motion planners for legged locomotion that are able to exploit the robot's actuation capabilities. This means, when possible, to minimize joint torques or to propel as much as admissible when required. For this reason we define two new 6-dimensional bounded polytopes that we name Actuationconsistent Wrench Polytope (AWP) and Feasible Wrench Polytope (FWP).
II. INTRODUCTION
We define the former polytope (the AWP) as the set of all wrenches that a robot can generate on its own center of mass (CoM). This considers the contact forces that the robot can generate given its current configuration and actuation capabilities. Unlike the Contact Wrench Cone (CWC) [1, 2] , the AWP is a bounded polytope in ∈ IR 6 . The intersection of the AWP with the CWC results in the second convex bounded polytope ∈ IR 6 that we define as Feasible Wrench Polytope (FWP). This contains all the feasible wrenches that can be realized on the robot's CoM, both given the internal properties of the robot (its posture and its actuation limits) and the external properties coming from the contact with the environment (unilaterality, normal direction, friction cone coefficient). . The intersection of these two sets forms 3D bounded friction polytopes that contain all the feasible contact forces that can be generated at each foot.
III. THE ACTUATION WRENCH POLYTOPE (AWP)
The AWP is a bounded convex polytope in IR 6 that contains all the wrenches that a robot can apply given its torque limits and its current configuration. Let us consider a tree-structured robot with n b branches: the first step for computing the AWP is to compute the upper and lower bounds of the contact forces f max ∈ IR 3 that each end effector of robot can realize on the environment. This can be performed using the following relationship:
where τ max i ∈ IR n is a vector containing the torques generated by the n actuated joints q i of the robotic limb and q b represents the degrees of freedom of the base. g i accounts for the gravity acting on the limbs and c i is the centrifugal/coriolis term. J # (q) is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the trasposed jacobian matrix of the leg:
Since each element of τ max can take on two values (either the maximum or the minimum torque) then there are 2 n combinations that give origin to 2 n different values of f max i with i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Each f max i ∈ IR 3 is a vertex of a 3D force polytope [3] that represents the set of all possible contact forces that can be generated by the limb in that configuration. Fig. 1 represents such 3D force polytopes composed by the torque limits (blue) and by the linear friction cones (pink) for a quadruped robot. The second step for the computation of the AWP is to add three more dimensions to each of these 3D points f max i :
with p k ∈ IR 3 being the position of the k th end-effector. The new dimensions add the corresponding torque that the robot can generate on the its own CoM. In this way it is possible to obtain a 6D bounded polytope for each of the n b limbs of the tree-structured robot:
. . , w k 2 n ) with k = 1, 2, . . . n b . The final step to compute the AW P is then to perform the sum arXiv:1712.02731v1 [cs.RO] 7 Dec 2017 of the 6D wrench polytopes W k of each limb: Fig. 2 shows the AWP and the CWC in the case of a planar model, whose full wrench space is described by the variables F x , F z and τ y and can thus be represented in 3D.
IV. THE FEASIBLE WRENCH POLYTOPE (FWP)
The goal of the FWP is to remove from the AWP all the contact forces that are not feasible because of the constraints given by the environment. These features are the fact that the leg can only push and not pull (unilaterality) and the fact that, to avoid slippage, the contact force should stay within the friction cone. The computation of these constrains requires the knowledge of the surface normal and of the friction coefficient at each contact point. The FWP can be obtained by intersecting the AWP with the CWC. This is computationally expensive because of the high cardinality of the two sets (high number of half-spaces). For this reason we analyze possible approaches (e.g. exploiting the V -description, the H-description or the double-description [4] ) that can allow to use AWP and the FWP for online motion planning.
V. CONCLUSION
The purpose of the AWP and of the FWP is to have a description as precise as possible of the admissible states that a legged robot can reach. The FWP can be used to devise controllers that exploit the all actuation range of a robot in order to, by instance, reject external disturbances on terrains of arbitrary roughness. The FWP can also be exploited to design motion planners that minimize the actuation torques of each joint while still using a simplified centroidal model of the robot. Besides that, the concept of AWP and FWP that has been described so far for the specific case of a legged robots, can be extended to other types of platforms that share a similar complexity of interaction with the environment (such as robotic manipulators for grasping). Our current research focuses on assessing the performance of online motion planners that only use the vertex-description of the 6D sets [5] .
